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 Live Energized TV
Get More Daily Video Training from Ross Here
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The TRUTH About Oxalate!  Do We Need to Avoid These Foods?
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Why Are the Acid/Alkaline Food Charts So Different?
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Don't Change Your pH!
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AMA #2: What Do I Do When I Fall Off the Wagon and Motivation Deserts Me...
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Optimizing Your Weight Loss Hormones
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Q&A: Is Fruit REALLY Terrible for the Liver?  And Do I Need To Avoid It on the Alkaline Diet?
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3-Step Brain Fog Solution
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Study: An alkaline diet improves outcomes of advanced lung cancer patients





 

Alkaline Diet & Foods
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The TRUTH About Oxalate!  Do We Need to Avoid These Foods?
0
Do We Need to Avoid These Oxalate-Containing Foods?  IMPORTANT: on Thursday 18th January I am running my free webinar: The 2024 New You Alkaline Kickstart Workshop, where I will be showing you exactly how to get started on the alkaline diet, and you will get the …Read More
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Why Are the Acid/Alkaline Food Charts So Different?
Why Are There Differences in the Alkaline / Acid Food Charts?  Resources:
Ross’ Acid/Alkaline Food Charts
The Alkaline Life Book (Ross’ brand-new book!)
Transcript:
“I’ve …Read More
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Don't Change Your pH!
Don’t Try to Be ‘More Alkaline’!
 
.searchie-container { position: relative; padding-bottom: 56.25%; height: 0; overflow: hidden; max-width: 100%; } .searchie-container iframe, …Read More
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AMA #2: What Do I Do When I Fall Off the Wagon and Motivation Deserts Me...
I recently ran a one-off free “Ask Ross” session, and we went for over three hours, live, and I answered …Read More
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Optimizing Your Weight Loss Hormones
0
Why Do You Always Feel Hungry, Yet Never Full…?
If you’ve struggled to lose weight in the past, it is NOT your fault. In my 20 years experience working with folks in The Alkaline Life Club, I have found almost every person who has struggled to …Read More
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3-Step Brain Fog Solution
My Simple 3-Step Brain Fog Solution

My new book The Alkaline Life is coming soon.
Pre-order your copy here 
Links: 
Recipes:  High-Magnesium …Read More
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Study: An alkaline diet improves outcomes of advanced lung cancer patients
New Study shows An alkaline diet improves outcomes of advanced lung cancer patients  Links:
My new book The Alkaline Life is coming …Read More
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Don't Use Willpower!  Willpower is NOT a Strategy...
Nobody Has ‘Strong’ or ‘Weak’ Willpower…Don’t Rely on It…  Recipe: No-Bake Super-Fast Bliss Balls
Transcript of Video:
Willpower is broken. It is not …Read More
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How to NEVER Slip Up on the Alkaline Diet
2
How to Make it 10x More Likely You Will EFFORTLESSLY Stick to Your Alkaline Life
This one is so simple, and yet its profoundly powerful.
It makes it almost certain that you’ll never give up on your alkaline diet…
And if you do slip up, you will find it effortless to get …Read More
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15-Minutes to Make the Alkaline Life 100x Easier
How Just 15 Minutes-a-Day Can Make The Alkaline Life 100x Easier!
You can truly get to 80% of your health goals …Read More
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Alkaline Diet & Type 2 Diabetes
Can an Alkaline Diet Reverse Type 2 Diabetes?
When I surveyed my newsletter subscriber list late last year, the first question …Read More
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Study: Acidic Diet Leads to Weight Gain
Acidic Diet Significantly Increases Risk of Weight Gain & Obesity

REGISTER HERE for the Alkaline Weight Loss Blueprint Series (Free)
Transcript of …Read More








 Alkaline Diet Recipes
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Veggie Blend Fatigue Recovery Soup...

11
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Rapid Detox Chia Juice...
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Green Power Salad with Kale, Brocco...

1
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Cleansing Green Coconut Curry...

0
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Brain-Boosting Alkaline Juice...
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Breakfast COOKIES! (Blood Sugar Bal...
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Recipe: Type 2 Diabetes Prevention ...
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Alkaline Recipe: Magnesium-Boosting...

3
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Adrenal & Thyroid Reviver Smoo...
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My Go-To Breakfast Recipe...
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Alkaline Armor Antioxidant Boost Sm...
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Mexican Mini Chocolate Cubes (Alkal...
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Living Alkaline & Getting Started
When you’re first starting out on the alkaline diet it can be difficult to know where to start! I’m here to tell you that it is a lot easier than you might think. These guides below are a great place to start:
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New to the Alkaline Diet? Start Here

Downloading my Alkaline Food Charts is also a great first step, as this will teach you which foods are alkaline and which are acidic, plus give you a heap of delicious (21 in total) recipes to get you up and running!  Or for a quick-start you can check out my guide to the Most Alkaline Foods by clicking here.
 Alkaline Diet Guides
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How to Beat Cravings (Almost) Insta...
3
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How to Get Chlorophyll In Your Dail...
3
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Alkaline Diet Explained & Your Plan...
34
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Green Juice Hacks: How to Make a De...
52
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Alkaline Supplements: The Beginner'...
12
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10 Ways to Make Kale Delicious...
1







Latest Articles
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  Alkaline Diet & Type 2 Diabetes
 Can an Alkaline Diet Reverse Type 2 Diabetes?
When I surveyed my newsletter subscriber list late last year, the first question I asked was “What are your top two health goals?”.
The top two overall (accounting for …Read More
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  New Study: Higher Omega 3 In Mid-Life Prevents Brain Shrinkage & Protects Cognition
 New Study: Higher Omega 3 In Mid-Life Prevents Brain Shrinkage & Protects Cognition
While I’ve long been recommending you increase and maintain dietary fats levels, I know a few people out there still fear the fat.
Well, …Read More
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  How to Beat Cravings (Almost) Instantly
 How to Beat Cravings with Simple Minerals!
Beating cravings is one of the trickiest parts of staying healthy. Cravings for sugar, salt, bread, pasta, chocolate, wine…it’s not easy!
But there is a simple answer that can give …Read More
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  Alkaline Q&A: How Can I Remove Candida After Doing the Alkaline Reset Cleanse?
 I recently had this question come up from someone who had just read my book The Alkaline Reset Cleanse and finish their Cleanse in style…but still had some questions and needed some follow up support:
Question:
Hi …Read More
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  Recipe: Alkaline Keto Alfredo
 The Most Delicious, Alkaline-Keto Dinner!
It’s quick, delicious, easy, fat-and-protein-rich, alkaline and can be made for days ahead!
As I’ve talked about before, my alkaline approach and the keto approach are super-complimentary. They both put a huge …Read More
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  Alkaline Diet Evidence: 50+ Studies Proving the Benefit of an Alkaline Diet
 Alkaline Diet Evidence
The Proof That Eating Alkaline-Forming Foods, Reducing Acidity and Supporting Your Body’s pH Balance is Essential
Do you need proof?   I get it.  The world we live in makes it hard to …Read More
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  Alkaline Q&A: How Can I Get Rid of Caffeine & Sugar Cravings
 How Can I Get Rid of Caffeine & Sugar Cravings
As many of you know, I run a small-group coaching program called The Alkaline Base Camp – and the members can ask me questions any time, …Read More
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  Alkaline Recipe: Salted Caramel Slice
 OK, this one is outrageous. You are going to LOVE this. I would go as far as to say it’s possibly the most loved recipe I have EVER shared with my private clients in the …Read More
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  Celery Juice: The Truth, the Benefits & the Research
 I was going to call this guide “Celery Juice Benefits Humans Since 700BC!”…
…as it feels like celery has only been good for us since the start of last year!
In truth, celery IS an amazing plant …Read More
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  The EWG 2019 Dirty Dozen List:  The Foods You HAVE to Buy Organic (and those you can relax about)
 In this guide we learn what to do when you can’t afford or access every fruit and vegetable as organic.  We learn what the biggest risk foods are, and those that are the safest …Read More
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  The TRUTH About Anti-Nutrients - Do We Need to Cut These ’Healthy’ Foods Right Now?
 The TRUTH About Anti-Nutrients – Do We Need to Cut These ’Healthy’ Foods Right Now?
Do you want to know my biggest frustration when it comes to health? 
It’s what I call ‘health BS’…needless, careless, hype, …Read More
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  Why An Alkaline Approach Can Successfully Treat Cancer
 How the Alkaline Diet Can Successfully Treat Cancer
In the 1930’s, an interesting natural cancer treatment was proposed as a simple, effective answer to cancer – almost any cancer.  This treatment approach is not well known …Read More






What is the Alkaline Diet?
The alkaline diet is a very simple approach to health that is all about balance. A solid alkaline diet plan involves focusing 70-80% of your food and drink consumption on the most alkaline-forming foods, and limiting your intake of the most acid foods.
You don’t have to be perfect, but try to move your diet towards those alkaline foods (lots of alkaline recipes here).
A big misconception is also that following an alkaline diet plan is about making your body more alkaline. It’s not at all. The goal of the alkaline diet is to support your body in maintaining it’s own, natural alkaline balance. This is important.
The alkaline foods you need to be focusing are fresh vegetables, salads, greens, healthy oils, nuts, seeds; things like spinach, avocado, kale, broccoli, lettuce, carrots, beets, arugula, almonds, cashews, coconut oils and milks, celery…
The acidic foods to move away from include, as you can probably guess, sugar, junk foods, fast foods, processed foods, gluten, sweets, soda and so on.
I know getting started can be hard…which is why I have created my 14-Day Alkaline Plan training – click here to find out more about that, and we’ll get you started in no time.
In the meantime, here’s some of my best resources to get you started:
The Definitive Guide to the Alkaline Diet | The Acid-Alkaline Food Charts | My Alkaline Recipe Centre | The Alkaline Breakfast Guide | Getting Started: Your Alkaline Diet Plan | Alkaline Supplements Guide
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